PAST BODY IMAGE JOURNAL PROMPTS

Root Cause
Oftentimes, our struggles with body image date back to previous issues, comments, and emotions. With these journal prompts for body image, I am asking you to dig into your memory bank to uncover where these thoughts may stem from.

1. At what age do you first remember having bad body image thoughts?
2. Can you remember a time that a negative comment was made about your body? What was it? Who said it? How did it make you feel? Do you think it sticks with you today?
3. When you were a child, did you think about the appearance of your body often?
4. How has social media affected your body image?
5. Describe a time that you felt that social media encouraged bad body image thoughts.
6. How do societal standards affect your body image?
7. When do you first remember feeling the pressure from society to look a certain way?
8. Did you grow up witnessing adults talking poorly about themselves? Dieting?
9. When is the first time you felt the need to compare your body to another person’s?
10. Why do you think you focus on your physical appearance so much? Where did this stem from?
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Body Acceptance
These prompts are intended to help you achieve body acceptance through journaling for body image. Body acceptance is exactly what it sounds like… simply accepting your body. Body acceptance, also known as body neutrality, does not put emphasis on your physical appearance but, rather, helps to build an appreciation for what your body DOES – not what it LOOKS LIKE.

11. What is something my body does for me that makes it unique?
12. How does my body work for me every day?
13. List 10 things you appreciate about your body.
14. What is your favorite form of movement?
15. How does that movement (above) make you feel?
16. What is a unique talent you can do with your body?
17. What was your favorite thing about your body as a kid? How do you feel about that part of your body now? Why the shift?
18. When do you feel the strongest?
19. What part of your body is the strongest? Write about all it does for you.
   This doesn’t have to be physical strength… this could be about mental strength or a strong heart.
20. Write about a time your body has protected you. Reflect on how amazing that is.
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21. Where do you currently feel you reside in regards to body image?
22. What body image struggles are you battling?
23. Does your body image affect you on a daily basis? How so?
24. What are your main challenges with body image? How is it hindering you?
25. Are your body image thoughts consistent? Do they ebb and flow?
26. Do you notice any correlation between an action and bad body image thoughts?
27. Who can you talk to about bad body image thoughts?
28. What judgments do you place on yourself and your body?
29. Would you place these same judgments on a best friend? If not, why do they feel true to you?
30. What is your current relationship with food like? Describe it.
31. What is your current relationship with exercise like? Describe it.
32. Do you feel like bad body image has affected your personality?
33. Have you ever avoided a social situation because of body image, food, etc? Write through that process. What were your thoughts/feelings in that moment?
34. Do you feel like you honor your body’s needs? (ie. Do you feed it when it’s hungry? Move when it wants to move? Rest when it needs rest?)
35. What moral value do you think you place in appearance? Do you believe one body type is “better” than another? List these judgments.
36. How can you honor your body from this day forward?
37. What are your goals in your body image development?
38. How do you want to feel in your body?
39. What does your ideal relationship with your body look like to you?
40. How can you relieve any negative thoughts when you feel them? What are your coping mechanisms?
41. Write a letter to your body asking for forgiveness for the negative thoughts and promising a better future. This may sound silly but it is really so healing.
42. What freedoms will accepting your body grant you?
43. How can you measure growth with your body image?
44. What does a positive body image mean to you? Be specific.
45. Have these body image journal prompts helped you? How will you continue the progress you’ve made?
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